The consideration of oxygen vacancies influence on the relaxors with perovskite structure was considered in the framework of Landau-Ginzburg-Devonshire phenomenological theory. Main attention was paid to PZN-PLZT relaxor, where earlier experimental investigation of oxygen vacancies influence on the polar properties was performed and the evidence of oxygen vacancies induced ferroelectricity was obtained.
Since the oxygen vacancies are known to be elastic dipoles, they influence upon elastic and electric fields due to Vegard and flexoelectric couplings. We have shown that a negative Curie temperature T C * of a relaxor is renormalized by the elastic dipoles due to the electrostriction coupling and could become positive at some large enough concentration of the vacancies. Positive renormalized temperature is characteristic for ferroelectric state. At T < all the polar properties could be calculated in the way conventional for ferroelectrics, but obtained experimental data speaks in favor about the coexistence of ferroelectric phase with relaxor state, i.e. about the morphotropic region in PZN-PLZT relaxor. At T > random field characteristic for relaxors conserves, but since the mean square deviation of polarization is nonzero the coexistence with dipole glass state is not excluded. For the case T > we calculated the local polarization 
INTRODUCTION
The broad applications of relaxor ferroelectrics in the modern sensors, actuators, high performance electromechanical transducers and other electronic devices [ 1 , 2 ] generates the permanent interest to investigation and fabrication of these materials. These applications are based on peculiar properties of the relaxors absent in ordinary ferroelectrics [ 3 ] . The peculiarities appear due to random electric fields induced by two factors. The first one is substitutional disorder in cations positions because general formula can be written as A 1-x A' x B 1-y B' y O 3 , which leads to the local shift of ions from their conventional equilibrium positions. The second one is the presence of vacancies and other unavoidable defects. In previous years the influence of random field was considered in many details (see e.g. references in [3] with special attention to [ 4 , 5 ] ), but the attention was paid mainly to the first factor inherent to any relaxor. Allowing for fact that the concentration of e.g. oxygen vacancies (V O ) can be changed, it could open the way to govern relaxor properties on demand under the condition of the influence of V O on relaxor properties to be studied. To the best of our knowledge V O were considered theoretically mainly as random field sources up to now. As to the experimental papers we would like to draw attention to paper [ 6 ] , where influence of V O on phase diagram and properties were studied. The authors considered PZN-PLZT relaxor. They increase the V O concentration by addition of nitrogen flow when sintering the relaxor (NS samples) and after this procedure some of the samples were annealed in oxygen (OA samples). Comparative analysis of dielectric permittivity temperature dependence of NS and OA samples had shown that relaxor characteristics were suppressed by inducing of oxygen vacancies with high concentration. In other words V O added ferroelectric (FE) phase to the relaxor. The aim of this paper is to find out the physical mechanism of FE phase induced by V O .
OXYGEN VACANCIES IN THE RELAXORS AND THEIR CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES
Oxygen vacancies in ABO 3 ferroelectrics greatly impact their physical properties (see [6] and ref.
therein) and the perovskite structure is able to conserve the structure stability even for high concentration of oxygen vacancies [ 7 ] .
B cations are usually shifted from central position in the neighborhood of oxygen vacancy, because in ABO 3 structure the size of oxygen ions and so its vacancies used to be larger than cation Note that vacancies tend to accumulate in the vicinity of any inhomogeneities, surfaces and interfaces, since the energy of vacancies formation in such places can be much smaller than in the homogeneous volume [11, 12, 13, 14] . In the places of vacancies accumulation they can create sufficiently strong fields, which in turn can lead to new phases appearance in relaxors, for example, polar (ferroelectric) ones. On contrary, in the places where there are few vacancies the non-polar relaxor remains. So, the polar ferroelectric and nonpolar relaxor states coexistence can be realized in the case.
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF MODIFIED DIELECTRIC PERMITTIVITY IN PZN-PLZT NS SPECIMEN
It is well-known (see e.g.
[ 15 ]) that the temperature dependence of dielectric permittivity of ferroelectric relaxor can be described by modified Curie-Weiss law:
Here p = 2, T M marks the temperature of dielectric permittivity maximum, K is a constant, while for normal ferroelectrics T M = T C , p = 1, T C is Curie temperature. This difference originates from the broken translational symmetry of the relaxors and modified Curie-Weiss law includes the frequency dependence in ε and also in T M contrary to classical Curie-Weiss law for ferroelectrics. The pronounced frequency dependence in relaxors is known to be produced by broad relaxation time spectrum, described by Vogel-Fulcher law 1 ). In what follows we will consider physical mechanism of induced ferroelectricity. An illustration of the oxygen vacancy related defect configurations in a tetragonal perovskite lattice structure is shown in Fig. S1 in the Suppl. Mat. [17] , adapted from Ref. [18] . The existence of electric dipoles will lead to appearance of ferroelectric phase due to indirect interaction of dipoles via soft optic mode [19] , and the soft mode existence in the ferroelectric relaxors will be discussed later.
POSSIBLE MECHANISMS OF FERROELECTRICITY INDUCED BY OXYGEN

VACANCIES
Allowing for that all the electric dipoles in the regions with sizes of order of correlation radius r c must be oriented, one can write the criterion of ferroelectric phase appearance as , N is concentration of dipoles. It was follows we will name the lowest concentration correlation threshold. where La concentration is 4 % and so it has no relaxor properties, so that relaxor type behavior has to originate mainly from PZN. Therefore, we came to the conclusion about possibility to introduce hidden soft mode in the considered relaxor. This permits us to use LGD type free energy functional for quantitative consideration of ferroelectricity induced by oxygen vacancies in the relaxors. Note, that the same approach was used earlier in [22] for the description of the relaxor ferroelectric PLZT ceramics with 8 % and 9 % of La and PZN-4.5%PT single crystals.
Note, that applicability of standard Landau phenomenological model for calculation of electrocaloric effect in relaxor ferroelectrics in [23] is out of doubt because of induced by electric field polarization.
Gibbs potential density of relaxor ferroelectric materials having some hidden soft phonon polar mode [20, 21, 24] has the following form [25] ,
where are the components of polarization vector (i =1, 2, 3) and is the elastic stress tensor. The summation is performed over all repeated indices. Dielectric stiffness coefficient is positive, because the intrinsic ferroelectricity is absent, but depends on temperature reflecting the fact that the hidden phonon mode could soften at negative absolute temperatures. This statement follows from abovementioned fact, that in PZN soft mode was observed at T = 20 K, so that its frequency could be zero at negative temperature. Note, that extrapolation of PMN soft mode frequency to zero leads to
is the electrostriction tensor, is the elastic compliances tensor, is the forth-rank tensor of flexoelectric coupling.
The configuration entropy function
where T is the absolute temperature.
In Eq. (2), ( denotes the internal electric field that satisfies electrostatic equation )
where ε b is background permittivity [26] and ε 0 =8.85×10 −12 F/m is the universal dielectric constant, Taking into account that the "net" random electric fields should be created by charged defects [4, 27] , they are not the local fields originated around randomly distributed elastic dipoles due flexoelectric effect, but rather quenched by Imry-Ma scenario random fields [28] . It should be argued that the amount of charged vacancies it usually much smaller than the amount of uncharged vacancies, which are considered below as the main sources of ferroelectricity allowing for the Vegard mechanism. Actually, as a rule the concentration of the charged defects (ionized vacancies in our case)
is of the order of several percents of the total defect concentration in the volume of the material, with the exception of near-surface charged layers, where their accumulation or depletion is possible [29] .
The maximum number of vacancies observed in NS samples in Ref. [6] relates to uncharged oxygen vacancies (i.e. to elastic dipoles).
Equations of state
determine the polarization components.
The last term in Eq. (2) is the Vegard-type concentration-deformation energy, , determined by the elastic defects (e.g., charged or electroneutral oxygen vacancies) with fluctuating 
R ij
Schematics of spherical elastic defects with radius r 0 embedded into the matrix. The distance between defects "i" and "j" is R ij . The average distance between defects is 2R. 
Equations (4) 
One can see from Eq.(5) that the local polar state occurred under the condition is not excluded in the spatial regions, where the defects concentration is high enough. Let us make some estimates.
Using ergodic hypothesis the averaging in Eq. (5) over the defects distribution function is reducing to the averaging over the defect partial volume,
, and gives the following expression: in accordance with the mean-field approach. The values are the upper limit as estimated without gradient and depolarization effects, which decrease the polarization, and random fields, which can change it locally via disorder, as it will be analyzed in the next section. Note, that it was shown earlier that Vegard strains and stresses coupled with electrostriction and flexoelectricity indeed can induce a reversible ferroelectric polarization in nanosized ferroelectrics, which are paraelectric otherwise [36, 37] .
It is important to underline that for intermediate concentration of oxygen vacancies the coexistence of relaxor state and ferroelectric phase can take place. It is not excluded that the result obtained by Deng et al [6] for NS samples with p=1.53 is characterizing neither ferroelectric nor relaxor and speaks in favor of the statement that we faced with the coexistence of different states, namely, of ordered ferroelectric and disordered relaxor. 
LOCAL POLARIZATION AND ELECTRIC FIELD INDUCED BY FLEXO-CHEMICAL COUPLING IN A RELAXOR
Let us estimate the polarization and electric fields variations induced by the joint action of Vegard stresses and flexoelectric coupling. Equations of state
give the strains as:
Since the static equation of mechanical equilibrium,
, should be valid, Eq.(7a) transforms into Lame-type equation for elastic displacement : Minimization of the Gibbs potential (2) with respect to leads to the Landau-GinzburgDevonshire type equations for ferroelectric polarization components:
The electric field is the sum of internal (depolarizing and spatially random) and probing external fields, , which should be found self-consistently from Eq.(3). Further we put being interested in the random field only. For the case Eq.(3) can be rewritten in the form of Poisson equation for electric potential ϕ :
The conventional relation In Appendix A of Ref. [17] we solved the linearized system of Eqs.(7b), (8) and (9) using the method outlined in Ref. [38] . The Fourier k-spectrum of the internal electric field variation (depolarizing by nature and random as induced by random variation of defect concentration) was found in Debye approximation from Eq.(9). It has the form ( ) ( )
where R d is the screening radius that depends on temperature and average concentration of defects as
The Fourier k-spectrum of the polarization variation induced by the randomly distributed vacancies due to Vegard stresses and flexoelectric coupling has the following form:
Random stresses are related with the random vacancies sites as . 
That is why it makes sense to calculate standard (mean square) deviations of local polarization 
where the effective Vegard coefficient 
.8×10 7 C -2 ·m J, respectively. These values are significantly smaller than the soft mode contribution
Since it is not excluded that for other parameters (e.g. for smaller and To resume the section, the dependence of mean square deviation of polarization ( ) proposed model explain and quantify some features of the dipole glass and relaxor states coexistence [19] , that has been observed experimentally [40, 41, 42] .
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The main experimental fact obtained in [6] coexistence, that has been observed experimentally [19, 40, 41, 42] .
Keeping in mind the accumulation of oxygen vacancies in vicinity of different inhomogeneity we came to the conclusion about oxygen vacancies concentration inhomogeneity. In such a case one can expect coexistence of relaxor state and ferroelectricity. It is not excluded that this interesting phenomena was observed by Deng [6] for NS samples with p=1.53. It lays approximately at the same distance from p=2 for relaxors and p=1 for ferroelectrics. Therefore, at some concentration of oxygen vacancies and T< we are faced with morphotrophic region in PZN-PLZT. Expression for the Landau-Ginzburg-Devonshire type Gibbs potential has the following form:
Hereinafter summation is performed over all repeating indexes; is electric polarization. The expansion coefficient α is temperature dependent as 
The quasi-static lectric field Assuming that the k-spectra of vacancies distribution has the form ( ) ( ) ( ) ( 
